
Dear Spanish Students, 

Below is one Argentinian recipe.  Mrs. Ingersoll did not add the hard-boiled eggs, the green 

onion tops, or the crushed red pepper.  And they were delicious!  Muchisimas gracias a la 

Senora Ingersoll! She uses La Saltena brand.  Make sure it says “para horno” for oven baking.  

This recipe makes a lot as you can read.  Youtube probably has good video tutorials.  

 

Empanadas  (Miriam Escobedo recipe)  we usually double for parties 

Ingredients: 

5 lb. ground round 

4-5 brown onions finely chopped 

2 red bell peppers finely chopped 

1 bunch green onion – tops only finely chopped 

8 hard-boiled eggs finely chopped 

Approx. 60-80 empanada shells La Original are a bit smaller than Goya, but quality seems 

better:  slightly thawed (directions on pkg. 1-2 hours on counter) 

Salt to taste 

Crushed red pepper - 2 T 

Paprika to color and taste 

Margarine approx. 6 T 

Prep and cooking about 45 min. 

Saute` onion in margarine until translucent, add red bells, add ground meat; keep meat from 

clumping while browning over high heat 

After meat is cooked, season with salt, crushed red pepper, paprika; add green onion tops only, 

chopped egg and mix gently. Cover pot for 5 min.  

Let meat filling cool completely before filling shells.  This may take an hour or so. You can speed 

cooling by removing from pot and putting in smaller bowls 

Baking:  preheat oven to 425 for at least 15 min. (Miriam’s recipe says 500 temp) 

Wrapping process: 

Shells should only be partially thawed for better handling and rolling edges.  

Wet rim of shell with water, put heaping T in center, fold in half and gently press to seal.  We 

usually curl edges into rope shape. 

Lay on foil covered cookie sheets.  Don’t allow shells to touch. 

Bake at 425 for 15 min. or until golden brown.  Careful as filling will be piping hot. 


